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Outline	
•  Deep learning concepts covered 
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Hierarchical  
representations	

“Deep learning methods aim at 
learning feature hierarchies 
with features from higher levels 
of the hierarchy formed by the 
composition of lower level 
features. 
Automatically learning features 
at multiple levels of abstraction 
allows a system  
to learn complex functions 
mapping the input to the output 
directly from data,  
without depending completely  
on human-crafted features.” 
— Yoshua Bengio 

[Bengio,  “On  the  expressive  power  of  deep  architectures”,  Talk  at  ALT,  2011]	
[Bengio,  Learning  Deep  Architectures  for  AI,  2009]	



Sparse  and/or  distributed  
representations	

Example on MNIST handwritten digits 
An image of size 28x28 pixels can be represented 
using a small combination of codes from a basis set.	

+ 1 + 1=  1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 0.8 + 0.8

Figure 4: Top: A randomly selected subset of encoder filters learned by our energy-based model
when trained on the MNIST handwritten digit dataset. Bottom: An example of reconstruction of a
digit randomly extracted from the test data set. The reconstruction is made by adding “parts”: it is
the additive linear combination of few basis functions of the decoder with positive coefficients.

Examples of learned encoder and decoder filters are shown in figure 3. They are spatially localized,
and have different orientations, frequencies and scales. They are somewhat similar to, but more
localized than, Gabor wavelets and are reminiscent of the receptive fields of V1 neurons. Interest-
ingly, the encoder and decoder filter values are nearly identical up to a scale factor. After training,
inference is extremely fast, requiring only a simple matrix-vector multiplication.

4.2 Feature Extraction from Handwritten Numerals

The energy-based model was trained on 60,000 handwritten digits from the MNIST data set [12],
which contains quasi-binary images of size 28x28 (784 pixels). The model is the same as in the
previous experiment. The number of components in the code vector was 196. While 196 is less than
the 784 inputs, the representation is still overcomplete, because the effective dimension of the digit
dataset is considerably less than 784. Pre-processing consisted of dividing each pixel value by 255.
Parameters ! and " in the temporal softmax were 0.01 and 1, respectively. The other parameters
of the system have been set to values similar to those of the previous experiment on natural image
patches. Each one of the filters, shown in the top part of fig. 4, contains an elementary “part” of a
digit. Straight stroke detectors are present, as in the previous experiment, but curly strokes can also
be found. Reconstruction of most single digits can be achieved by a linear additive combination of
a small number of filters since the output of the Sparsifying Logistic is sparse and positive. The
bottom part of fig. 4 illustrates this reconstruction by “parts”.

4.3 Learning Local Features for the MNIST dataset

Deep convolutional networks trained with backpropagation hold the current record for accuracy
on the MNIST dataset [13, 14]. While back-propagation produces good low-level features, it is
well known that deep networks are particularly challenging for gradient-descent learning. Hinton
et al. [15] have recently shown that initializing the weights of a deep network using unsupervised
learning before performing supervised learning with back-propagation can significantly improve the
performance of a deep network. This section describes a similar experiment in which we used the
proposedmethod to initialize the first layer of a large convolutional network. We used an architecture
essentially identical to LeNet-5 as described in [14]. However, because our model produces sparse
features, our network had a considerably larger number of feature maps: 50 for layer 1 and 2, 50
for layer 3 and 4, 200 for layer 5, and 10 for the output layer. The numbers for LeNet-5 were 6, 16,
100, and 10 respectively. We refer to our larger network as the 50-50-200-10 network. We trained
this networks on 55,000 samples from MNIST, keeping the remaining 5,000 training samples as a
validation set. When the error on the validation set reached its minimum, an additional five sweeps
were performed on the training set augmented with the validation set (unless this increased the
training loss). Then the learning was stopped, and the final error rate on the test set was measured.
When the weights are initialized randomly, the 50-50-200-10 achieves a test error rate of 0.7%, to
be compared with the 0.95% obtained by [14] with the 6-16-100-10 network.
In the next experiment, the proposed sparse feature learning method was trained on 5x5 image
patches extracted from the MNIST training set. The model had a 50-dimensional code. The encoder
filters were used to initialize the first layer of the 50-50-200-10 net. The network was then trained in
the usual way, except that the first layer was kept fixed for the first 10 epochs through the training set.
The 50 filters after training are shown in fig. 5. The test error rate was 0.6%. To our knowledge, this
is the best results ever reported with a method trained on the original MNIST set, without deskewing
nor augmenting the training set with distorted samples.

[Ranzato,  Poultney,  Chopra  &  LeCun,  “Efficient  Learning  of  Sparse  Representations  with  an  Energy-‐‑Based  Model  ”,  NIPS,  2006;  
Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	

Biological motivation: V1 visual cortex	
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At the end of this talk, you should know how to learn that basis set 
and how to infer the codes, in a 2-layer auto-encoder architecture. 
Matlab/Octave code and the MNIST dataset will be provided. 	

[Ranzato,  Poultney,  Chopra  &  LeCun,  “Efficient  Learning  of  Sparse  Representations  with  an  Energy-‐‑Based  Model  ”,  NIPS,  2006;  
Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	

	

Biological motivation: V1 visual cortex (backup slides)	
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Why  not  exploit  
unlabeled  data?	



Unsupervised  learning	
No target… 
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Unsupervised  learning	
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We want 
the codes 
to represent 
the inputs 
in the dataset. 

The code should  
be a compact 
representation 
of the inputs: 
low-dimensional 
and/or sparse. 
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Examples  of    
unsupervised  learning	

•  Linear decomposition of the inputs: 
o  Principal Component Analysis and Singular Value Decomposition 
o  Independent Component Analysis [Bell & Sejnowski, 1995] 
o  Sparse coding [Olshausen & Field, 1997] 
o  … 

•  Fitting a distribution to the inputs: 
o  Mixtures of Gaussians 
o  Use of Expectation-Maximization algorithm [Dempster et al, 1977] 
o  … 

•  For text or discrete data: 
o  Latent Semantic Indexing [Deerwester et al, 1990] 
o  Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing [Hofmann et al, 1999] 
o  Latent Dirichlet Allocation [Blei et al, 2003] 
o  Semantic Hashing 
o  … 



Objective  of  this  tutorial	
Study a fundamental building block 

for deep learning, 
the auto-encoder 
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Auto-‐‑encoder	
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Auto-‐‑encoder  
loss  function	

L X(t),Z(t);W( ) =α Z(t)− g X(t);C,bC( ) 2
2
+ X(t)− h Z(t);D,bD( ) 2

2

L X,Z;W( ) = α Z(t)− g X(t);C,bC( ) 2
2

t=1

T

∑ + X(t)− h Z(t);D,bD( ) 2
2

t=1

T

∑

Encoding energy Decoding energy 

Encoding energy Decoding energy 

For one sample t 

For all T samples 

How do we get the codes Z? 

coefficient of 
the encoder error	

We note W={C, bC, D, bD} 



Learning  and  inference  in  
auto-‐‑encoders	

Z*= argmin
Z
L X,Z;W( )

W*= argmin
W
L X,Z;W( )

Learn the parameters (weights) W 
of the encoder and decoder 
given the current codes Z 

Infer the codes Z  
given the current 
model parameters W 

Relationship to Expectation-Maximization 
in graphical models (backup slides)	



Learning  and  inference:  
stochastic  gradient  descent	

Z*(t) = argmin
Z(t )

L X(t),Z(t);W( )

L X(t),Z(t);W*( ) < L X(t),Z(t);W( )

Take a gradient descent step 
on the parameters (weights) W 
of the encoder and decoder 
given the current codes Z 

Iterated gradient descent (?) 
on the code Z(t)  
given the current 
model parameters W 

Relationship to Generalized EM 
in graphical models (backup slides)	
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Auto-‐‑encoder:  fprop	
Code 

Input X

Z

function [x_hat, a_hat] = …  
  Module_Decode_FProp(model, z)"
% Apply the logistic to the code"
a_hat = 1 ./ (1 + exp(-z));"
% Linear decoding"
x_hat = model.D * a_hat + model.bias_D;"

function z_hat = …  
  Module_Encode_FProp(model, x, params)"
% Compute the linear encoding activation"
z_hat = model.C * x + model.bias_C;"

function e = Loss_Gaussian(z, z_hat)"
zDiff = z_hat - z;"
e = 0.5 * sum(zDiff.^2);"

function e = Loss_Gaussian(x, x_hat)"
xDiff = x_hat - x;"
e = 0.5 * sum(xDiff.^2);"



Auto-‐‑encoder  
backprop  w.r.t.  codes	
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[Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	



Auto-‐‑encoder:  
backprop  w.r.t.  codes	

Code 

Z

function dL_dz = ...  
  Module_Decode_BackProp_Codes(model, dL_dx, a_hat)"
% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. activations"
dL_da = model.D' * dL_dx;"
% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. latent codes  
% a_hat = 1 ./ (1 + exp(-z_hat))"
dL_dz = dL_da .* a_hat .* (1 - a_hat);"
	

% Add the gradient w.r.t."
% the encoder's outputs"
dL_dz = z_star - z_hat;"

% Gradient of the loss w.r.t.  
% the decoder prediction"
dL_dx_star = x_star - x;"

Input X
[Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	



Code  inference  
in  the  auto-‐‑encoder	

function [z_star, z_hat, loss_star, loss_hat] = Layer_Infer(model, x, params)"
% Encode the current input and initialize the latent code"
z_hat = Module_Encode_FProp(model, x, params);"
% Decode the current latent code"
[x_hat, a_hat] = Module_Decode_FProp(model, z_hat);"
% Compute the current loss term due to decoding (encoding loss is 0)"
loss_hat = Loss_Gaussian(x, x_hat);"
% Relaxation on the latent code: loop until convergence"
x_star = x_hat; a_star = a_hat; z_star = z_hat; loss_star = loss_hat;"
while (true)"
  % Gradient of the loss function w.r.t. decoder prediction"
  dL_dx_star = x_star - x;"
  % Back-propagate the gradient of the loss onto the codes"
  dL_dz = Module_Decode_BackProp_Codes(model, dL_dx_star, a_star, params);"
  % Add the gradient w.r.t. the encoder's outputs"
  dL_dz = dL_dz + params.alpha_c * (z_star - z_hat);"
  % Perform one step of gradient descent on the codes"
  z_star = z_star - params.eta_z * dL_dz;"
  % Decode the current latent code"
  [x_star, a_star] = Module_Decode_FProp(model, z_star);"
  % Compute the current loss and convergence criteria"
  loss_star = Loss_Gaussian(x, x_star) + ..."
    params.alpha_c * Loss_Gaussian(z_star, z_hat);"
  % Stopping criteria  
  [...]"
end"
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[Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	



Auto-‐‑encoder  
backprop  w.r.t.  codes	
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[Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	
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Auto-‐‑encoder:  
backprop  w.r.t.  weights	

Code 

Z

function model = ..."
  Module_Decode_BackProp_Weights(model, ...  
  dL_dx_star, a_star, params)"
% Jacobian of the loss w.r.t. decoder matrix"
model.dL_dD = dL_dx_star * a_star';"
% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. decoder bias"
model.dL_dbias_D = dL_dx_star;"

% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. codes"
dL_dz = z_hat - z_star;"

% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. reconstruction"
dL_dx_star = x_star - x;"

Input X
[Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	

function model = ..."
  Module_Encode_BackProp_Weights(model, ...  
  dL_dz, x, params)"
% Jacobian of the loss w.r.t. encoder matrix"
model.dL_dC = dL_dz * x';"
% Gradient of the loss w.r.t. encoding bias"
model.dL_dbias_C = dL_dz;"



Usual  tricks  about  
classical  SGD	

•  Regularization (L1-norm or L2-norm) 
of the parameters? 

•  Learning rate? 
•  Learning rate decay? 
•  Momentum term on the parameters? 
•  Choice of the learning hyperparameters 

o  Cross-validation? 



Sparse  coding	
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[Olshausen  &  Field,  “Sparse  coding  with  an  overcomplete  basis  set:  a  strategy  employed  by  V1?  ”,  Vision  Research,  1997]	
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[Olshausen  &  Field,  “Sparse  coding  with  an  overcomplete  basis  set:  a  strategy  employed  by  V1?  ”,  Vision  Research,  1997]	

L X,Z;W( ) =

X − WTZ + b( )
2

2
+λLS Z( )

Overcomplete code 



Limitations  of    
sparse  coding	

•  At runtime, assuming a trained model W, 
inferring the code Z given an input sample X 
is expensive 

•  Need a tweak on the model weights W: 
normalize the columns of W to unit length 
after each learning step 

•  Otherwise: 

X̂ =WTZ + b

code pulled to 0 
by sparsity constraint	

weights go to 
infinity to compensate	
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[Ranzato,  Poultney,  Chopra  &  LeCun,  “Efficient  Learning  of  Sparse  Representations  with  an  Energy-‐‑Based  Model  ”,  NIPS,  2006;  
Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	



Symmetric  sparse  
auto-‐‑encoder	
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[Ranzato,  Poultney,  Chopra  &  LeCun,  “Efficient  Learning  of  Sparse  Representations  with  an  Energy-‐‑Based  Model  ”,  NIPS,  2006;  

Ranzato,  Boureau  &  LeCun,  “Sparse  Feature  Learning  for  Deep  Belief  Networks  ”,  NIPS,  2007]	

Encoder matrix W 
is symmetric to 

decoder matrix WT 



Predictive  Sparse  
Decomposition	
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Z

Once the encoder g 
is properly trained, 
the code Z can be 
directly predicted 
from input X 

Input X
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Stacking  auto-‐‑encoders	
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MNIST  handwricen  digits	
•  Database of 70k 

handwritten digits 
o  Training set: 60k 
o  Test set: 10k 

•  28 x 28 pixels 
•  Best performing 

classifiers: 
o  Linear classifier: 12% error 
o  Gaussian SVM 1.4% error 
o  ConvNets <1% error 

[hcp://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/]	



Stacked  auto-‐‑encoders	
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Figure 1: (A)-(B) Error rate on MNIST training (with 10, 100 and 1000 samples per class) and
test set produced by a linear classifier trained on the codes produced by SESM, RBM, and PCA.
The entropy and RMSE refers to a quantization into 256 bins. The comparison has been extended
also to the same classifier trained on raw pixel data (showing the advantage of extracting features).
The error bars refer to 1 std. dev. of the error rate for 10 random choices of training datasets
(same splits for all methods). The parameter !s in eq. 8 takes values: 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05. (C)
Comparison between SESM, RBM, and PCA when quantizing the code into 5 and 256 bins. (D)
Random selection from the 200 linear filters that were learned by SESM (!s = 0.2). (E) Some pairs
of original and reconstructed digit from the code produced by the encoder in SESM (feed-forward
propagation through encoder and decoder). (F) Random selection of filters learned by RBM. (G)
Back-projection in image space of the filters learned in the second stage of the hierarchical feature
extractor. The second stage was trained on the non linearly transformed codes produced by the first
stage machine. The back-projection has been performed by using a 1-of-10 code in the second stage
machine, and propagating this through the second stage decoder and first stage decoder. The filters
at the second stage discover the class-prototypes (manually ordered for visual convenience) even
though no class label was ever used during training. (H) Feature extraction from 8x8 natural image
patches: some filters that were learned.
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Figure 1: (A)-(B) Error rate on MNIST training (with 10, 100 and 1000 samples per class) and
test set produced by a linear classifier trained on the codes produced by SESM, RBM, and PCA.
The entropy and RMSE refers to a quantization into 256 bins. The comparison has been extended
also to the same classifier trained on raw pixel data (showing the advantage of extracting features).
The error bars refer to 1 std. dev. of the error rate for 10 random choices of training datasets
(same splits for all methods). The parameter !s in eq. 8 takes values: 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05. (C)
Comparison between SESM, RBM, and PCA when quantizing the code into 5 and 256 bins. (D)
Random selection from the 200 linear filters that were learned by SESM (!s = 0.2). (E) Some pairs
of original and reconstructed digit from the code produced by the encoder in SESM (feed-forward
propagation through encoder and decoder). (F) Random selection of filters learned by RBM. (G)
Back-projection in image space of the filters learned in the second stage of the hierarchical feature
extractor. The second stage was trained on the non linearly transformed codes produced by the first
stage machine. The back-projection has been performed by using a 1-of-10 code in the second stage
machine, and propagating this through the second stage decoder and first stage decoder. The filters
at the second stage discover the class-prototypes (manually ordered for visual convenience) even
though no class label was ever used during training. (H) Feature extraction from 8x8 natural image
patches: some filters that were learned.
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Layer 1: Matrix W1 of size 192 x 784 
192 sparse bases of 28 x 28 pixels 

Layer 2: Matrix W2 of size 10 x 192 
10 sparse bases of 192 units 
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Our  results:  
bases  learned  on  layer  1	



Our  results:  
back-‐‑projecting  layer  2	



Sparse  representations	

Layer 1 

Layer 2 



Training  “converges”  in  
one  pass  over  data	

Layer 1 Layer 2 
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Semantic  Hashing	

[Hinton  &  Salakhutdinov,  “Reducing  the  dimensionality  of  data  with  neural  networks,  Science,  2006;  
Salakhutdinov  &  Hinton,  “Semantic  Hashing”,  Int  J  Approx  Reason,  2007]	

adjusting the weights and biases to lower the
energy of that image and to raise the energy of
similar, Bconfabulated[ images that the network
would prefer to the real data. Given a training
image, the binary state hj of each feature de-
tector j is set to 1 with probability s(bj !P

iviwij), where s(x) is the logistic function
1/E1 ! exp (–x)^, bj is the bias of j, vi is the
state of pixel i, and wij is the weight between i
and j. Once binary states have been chosen for
the hidden units, a Bconfabulation[ is produced
by setting each vi to 1 with probability s(bi !P

jhjwij), where bi is the bias of i. The states of

the hidden units are then updated once more so
that they represent features of the confabula-
tion. The change in a weight is given by

Dwij 0 e
!
bvihjÀdata j bvihjÀrecon

"
"2#

where e is a learning rate, bvihjÀdata is the
fraction of times that the pixel i and feature
detector j are on together when the feature
detectors are being driven by data, and
bvihjÀrecon is the corresponding fraction for
confabulations. A simplified version of the

same learning rule is used for the biases. The
learning works well even though it is not
exactly following the gradient of the log
probability of the training data (6).

A single layer of binary features is not the
best way to model the structure in a set of im-
ages. After learning one layer of feature de-
tectors, we can treat their activities—when they
are being driven by the data—as data for
learning a second layer of features. The first
layer of feature detectors then become the
visible units for learning the next RBM. This
layer-by-layer learning can be repeated as many

Fig. 3. (A) The two-
dimensional codes for 500
digits of each class produced
by taking the first two prin-
cipal components of all
60,000 training images.
(B) The two-dimensional
codes found by a 784-
1000-500-250-2 autoen-
coder. For an alternative
visualization, see (8).

Fig. 4. (A) The fraction of
retrieved documents in the
same class as the query when
a query document from the
test set is used to retrieve other
test set documents, averaged
over all 402,207 possible que-
ries. (B) The codes produced
by two-dimensional LSA. (C)
The codes produced by a 2000-
500-250-125-2 autoencoder.

REPORTS

28 JULY 2006 VOL 313 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org506
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Semi-‐‑supervised  learning  
of  auto-‐‑encoders	

•  Add classifier 
module to the 
codes 

•  When a input X(t) 
has a label Y(t),  
back-propagate 
the prediction error 
on Y(t)  
to the code Z(t) 

•  Stack the encoders 
•  Train layer-wise 

[Ranzato  &  Szummer,  “Semi-‐‑supervised  learning  of  compact  document  representations  with  deep  networks”,  ICML,  2008;  
Mirowski,  Ranzato  &  LeCun,  “Dynamic  auto-‐‑encoders  for  semantic  indexing”,  NIPS  Deep  Learning  Workshop,  2010]	

y(t) y(t+1) 

z(1)(t) z(1)(t+1) document 
classifier f1 

x(t) x(t+1) 

y(t) y(t+1) 

z(2)(t) z(2)(t+1) document 
classifier f2 

y(t) y(t+1) 

z(3)(t) z(3)(t+1) document 
classifier f3 

auto-encoder g3,h3 

auto-encoder g2,h2 

auto-encoder g1,h1 

Random 
walk 

word 
histograms 



Semi-‐‑supervised  learning  
of  auto-‐‑encoders	

[Ranzato  &  Szummer,  “Semi-‐‑supervised  learning  of  compact  document  representations  with  deep  networks”,  ICML,  2008;  
Mirowski,  Ranzato  &  LeCun,  “Dynamic  auto-‐‑encoders  for  semantic  indexing”,  NIPS  Deep  Learning  Workshop,  2010]	

2000w-TFIDF logistic regression F1=0.83
2000w-TFIDF SVM F1=0.84

LSA+ICA [Mirowski et al, 2010] [Mirowski et al, 2010] [Ranzato et al, 2008]

K no dynamics L1 dynamics

100 0.81 0.86 0.85 0.85
30 0.70 0.86 0.85 0.85
10 0.40 0.86 0.85 0.84
2 0.09 0.54 0.51 0.19Semi-supervised learning of compact document representations with deep networks
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Figure 7. Precision-recall curves comparing compact rep-
resentations vs. high-dimensional binary representations.
Compact representations can achieve better performance
using less memory and CPU time.

ing symmetric machine (SESM) (Ranzato et al., 2007b)
as a building block for training a deep network produc-
ing sparse features. SESM is a symmetric autoencoder
with a sparsity constraint on the representation, and it
is trained without labels. In order to make the sparse
representation at the final layer computationally appeal-
ing we thresholded it to make it binary. We trained a
2000-1000-1000 SESM network on the Reuters dataset.
In order to make a fair comparison with our compact
representation, we fixed the information content of the
code in terms of precision4 at k = 1. We measured
the precision and recall of the binary representation of
a test document by computing its Hamming distance
from the representation of the training documents. We
then trained our model with the following number of
units 2000-200-100-7. The last number of units was set
to match the precision of the binary representation at
k = 1. Fig. 7 shows that our compact representation
outperforms the high-dimensional and binary represen-
tation at higher values of k. Just 7 continuous units
are able to achieve better retrieval than 1000 binary
units! Storing the Reuters dataset with the compact
representation takes less than half the memory space
than using the binary representation, and comparing
a test document against the whole training dataset is
five times faster with the compact representation. The
best accuracy for our model is given with a 20-unit
representation. Fig. 7 shows the performance of a rep-
resentation with the same number of units learned by
a deep belief network (DBN) following Salakhutdinov
and Hinton’s constrained Poisson model (2007). Their

4The entropy of the representation would be more natu-
ral, but its value depends on the quantization level.

model was greedily pre-trained for one epoch in an
unsupervised way (200 pre-training epochs gave similar
fine-tuned accuracy), and then fine-tuned with super-
vision for 100 epochs. While fine-tuning does not help
our model, it significantly improves the DBN which
eventually achieves the same accuracy as our model.
Despite the similar accuracy, the computational cost of
training a DBN (with our implementation using conju-
gate gradient on mini-batches) is several times higher
due to this supervised training through a large and
deep network. By looking at how words are mapped

Table 1. Neighboring word stems for the model trained on
Reuters. The number of units is 2000-200-100-7.

Word stem Neighboring word stems
livestock beef, meat, pork, cattle
lend rate, debt, bond, downgrad
acquisit merger, stake, takeov
port ship, port, vessel, freight
branch stake, merger, takeov, acquisit
plantat co↵e, cocoa, rubber, palm
barrel oil, crude, opec, refineri
subcommitte bill, trade, bond, committe
coconut soybean, wheat, corn, grain
meat beef, pork, cattl, hog
ghana cocoa, bu↵er, co↵e, icco
varieti wheat, grain, agricultur, crop
warship ship, freight, vessel, tanker
edibl beef, pork, meat, poultri

to the top-level feature space, we can get an intuition
about the learned mapping. For instance, the code
closest to the representation of the word “jakarta” cor-
responds to the word “indonesia”, similarly,“meat” is
closest to “beef” (table 1). As expected, the model
implicitly clusters synonymous and related words.

3.4. Visualization

The deep model can also be used to visualize documents.
When the top layer is two-dimensional we can visualize
high-dimensional nonlinear manifolds in the space of
bags of words. Fig. 8 shows how documents in the
Ohsumed test set are mapped to the plane. The model
exposes clusters documents according to the topic class,
and places similar topics next to each other. The
dimensionality reduction is extreme in this case, from
more than 30000 to 2.

4. Conclusions

We have proposed and demonstrated a simple and e�-
cient algorithm to learn document representations from

Performance on document retrieval task: 
Reuters-21k dataset (9.6k training, 4k test), 
vocabulary 2k words, 10-class classification 
 
Comparison with: 
•  unsupervised techniques 

(DBN: Semantic Hashing, LSA) + SVM 
•  traditional technique: word TF-IDF + SVM  



Beyond  auto-‐‑encoders  
for  web  search  (MSR)	

[Huang,  He,  Gao,  Deng  et  al,  “Learning  Deep  Structured  Semantic  Models  for  Web  Search  using  Clickthrough  Data”,  CIKM,  2013]	

s: “racing  car” Input word/phrase 
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Beyond  auto-‐‑encoders  
for  web  search  (MSR)	

Semantic hashing 
[Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2007] 

[Huang,  He,  Gao,  Deng  et  al,  “Learning  Deep  Structured  Semantic  Models  for  Web  Search  using  Clickthrough  Data”,  CIKM,  2013]	

Deep Structured 
Semantic Model 

[Huang, He, Gao et al, 2013] 

Results on a web ranking task (16k queries) 
Normalized discounted cumulative gains 
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Topics  not  covered  
in  this  talk	

•  Other variations of 
auto-encoders 
o  Restricted Boltzmann Machines 

(work in Geoff Hinton’s lab) 
o  Denoising Auto-Encoders 

(work in Yoshua Bengio’s lab) 

•  Invariance to shifts in 
input and feature 
space 
o  Convolutional kernels 
o  Sliding windows over input 
o  Max-pooling over codes 

[LeCun,  Bocou,  Bengio  &  Haffner,  “Gradient-‐‑based  learning  applied  to  document  recognition”,  Proceedings  of  IEEE,1998;	
Le,  Ranzato  et  al.  "ʺBuilding  high-‐‑level  features  using  large-‐‑scale  unsupervised  learning"ʺ  ICML  2012;  

Sermanet  et  al,  “OverFeat:  Integrated  Recognition,  Localization  and  Detection  using  Convolutional  Networks”,  ICLR  2014]	

Figure 7: Examples of bounding boxes produced by the regression network, before being com-
bined into final predictions. The examples shown here are at a single scale. Predictions may be
more optimal at other scales depending on the objects. Here, most of the bounding boxes which are
initially organized as a grid, converge to a single location and scale. This indicates that the network
is very confident in the location of the object, as opposed to being spread out randomly. The top left
image shows that it can also correctly identify multiple location if several objects are present. The
various aspect ratios of the predicted bounding boxes shows that the network is able to cope with
various object poses.

We fix the feature extraction layers (1-5) from the classification network and train the regression
network using an !2 loss between the predicted and true bounding box for each example. The final
regressor layer is class-specific, having 1000 different versions, one for each class. We train this
network using the same set of scales as described in Section 3. We compare the prediction of the
regressor net at each spatial location with the ground-truth bounding box, shifted into the frame of
reference of the regressor’s translation offset within the convolution (see Fig. 8). However, we do
not train the regressor on bounding boxes with less than 50% overlap with the input field of view:
since the object is mostly outside of these locations, it will be better handled by regression windows
that do contain the object.

Training the regressors in a multi-scale manner is important for the across-scale prediction combi-
nation. Training on a single scale will perform well on that scale and still perform reasonably on
other scales. However training multi-scale will make predictions match correctly across scales and
exponentially increase the confidence of the merged predictions. In turn, this allows us to perform
well with a few scales only, rather than many scales as is typically the case in detection. The typical
ratio from one scale to another in pedestrian detection [25] is about 1.05 to 1.1, here however we use
a large ratio of approximately 1.4 (this number differs for each scale since dimensions are adjusted
to fit exactly the stride of our network) which allows us to run our system faster.

4.3 Combining Predictions

We combine the individual predictions (see Fig. 7) via a greedy merge strategy applied to the regres-
sor bounding boxes, using the following algorithm.

(a) Assign to Cs the set of classes in the top k for each scale s ! 1 . . . 6, found by taking the
maximum detection class outputs across spatial locations for that scale.

(b) Assign to Bs the set of bounding boxes predicted by the regressor network for each class in Cs,
across all spatial locations at scale s.

10



Thank  you!	
•  Tutorial code: 

https://github.com/piotrmirowski 
http://piotrmirowski.wordpress.com 

•  Contact: 
piotr.mirowski@computer.org 

•  Acknowledgements: 
Marc’Aurelio Ranzato (FB) 
Yann LeCun (FB/NYU) 



Auto-‐‑encoders  and  
Expectation-‐‑Maximization	

E X,Z;W( ) = α Zt − g Xt;C,bC( ) 2
2

t=1

T

∑ + Xt − h Zt;D,bD( ) 2
2

t=1

T

∑

P X W( ) = P X,ZW( )
Z
∫ =

e−βE X,Z;W( )

Z
∫
e−βE X,Z;W( )

X,Z
∫

− logP X W( ) = − 1
β
log e−βE X,Z;W( ) +

Z
∫ 1

β
log e−βE X,Z;W( )

Y ,Z
∫

Energy of inputs and codes 

Input data likelihood 

Maximum A Posteriori: take minimal energy code Z 

− logP X W( ) = E X,Z*;W( )+ 1
β
log e−βE X,Z

*;W( )

Y
∫

Do not marginalize over: 
take maximum likelihood  
latent code instead	

Enforce sparsity on Z 
to constrain Z and  
avoid computing 
partition function	



Stochastic    
gradient  descent	

[LeCun  et  al,  "ʺEfficient  BackProp"ʺ,  Neural  Networks:  Tricks  of  the  Trade,  1998;  
Bocou,  "ʺStochastic  Learning"ʺ,  Slides  from  a  talk  in  Tubingen,  2003]	



Stochastic    
gradient  descent	

[LeCun  et  al,  "ʺEfficient  BackProp"ʺ,  Neural  Networks:  Tricks  of  the  Trade,  1998;  
Bocou,  "ʺStochastic  Learning"ʺ,  Slides  from  a  talk  in  Tubingen,  2003]	



Dimensionality  reduction  
and  invariant  mapping  	

Figure 2. Figure showing the spring system. The solid circles rep-
resent points that are similar to the point in the center. The hol-
low circles represent dissimilar points. The springs are shown as
red zigzag lines. The forces acting on the points are shown in
blue arrows. The length of the arrows approximately gives the
strength of the force. In the two plots on the right side, the x-axis
is the distanceDW and the y-axis is the value of the loss function.
(a). Shows the points connected to similar points with attract-
only springs. (b). The loss function and its gradient associated
with similar pairs. (c) The point connected only with dissimilar
points inside the circle of radius m with m-repulse-only springs.
(d) Shows the loss function and its gradient associated with dis-
similar pairs. (e) Shows the situation where a point is pulled by
other points in different directions, creating equilibrium.

When DW > m, !LD

!W = 0. Thus there is no gradient
(force) on the two points that are dissimilar and are at a
distanceDW > m. IfDW < m then

!LD

!W
= !(m ! DW )

!DW

!W
(9)

Again, comparing equations 5 and 9 it is clear that the dis-
similar loss function LD corresponds to the m-repulse-only
spring; its gradient gives the force of the spring, !DW

!W gives
the spring constantK and (m!DW ) gives the perturbation
X . The negative sign denotes the fact that the force is re-
pulsive only. Clearly the force is maximum when DW = 0
and absent whenDW = m. See figure 2.
Here, especially in the case of LS, one might think that

simply making DW = 0 for all attract-only springs would
put the system in equilibrium. Consider, however, figure 2e.
Suppose b1 is connected to b2 and b3 with attract-only
springs. Then decreasing DW between b1 and b2 will in-
crease DW between b1 and b3. Thus by minimizing the

global loss functionL over all springs, one would ultimately
drive the system to its equilibrium state.

2.3. The Algorithm
The algorithm first generates the training set, then trains

the machine.
Step 1: For each input sample "Xi, do the following:
(a) Using prior knowledge find the set of samples

S "Xi
= { "Xj}

p
j=1
, such that "Xj is deemed sim-

ilar to "Xi.
(b) Pair the sample "Xi with all the other training

samples and label the pairs so that:
Yij = 0 if "Xj " S "Xi

, and Yij = 1 otherwise.

Combine all the pairs to form the labeled training set.
Step 2: Repeat until convergence:
(a) For each pair ( "Xi, "Xj) in the training set, do

i. If Yij = 0, then updateW to decrease
DW = #GW ( "Xi) ! GW ( "Xj)#2

ii. If Yij = 1, then updateW to increase
DW = #GW ( "Xi) ! GW ( "Xj)#2

This increase and decrease of euclidean distances in the out-
put space is done by minimizing the above loss function.

3. Experiments
The experiments presented in this section demonstrate

the invariances afforded by our approach and also clarify the
limitations of techniques such as LLE. First we give details
of the parameterized machine GW that learns the mapping
function.

3.1. Training Architecture
The learning architecture is similar to the one used in [4]

and [5]. Called a siamese architecture, it consists of two
copies of the function GW which share the same set of pa-
rametersW , and a cost module. A loss module whose input
is the output of this architecture is placed on top of it. The
input to the entire system is a pair of images ( "X1, "X2) and
a label Y . The images are passed through the functions,
yielding two outputs G( "X1) and G( "X2). The cost module
then generates the distance DW (GW ( "X1), GW ( "X2)). The
loss function combines DW with label Y to produce the
scalar loss LS or LD, depending on the label Y . The pa-
rameterW is updated using stochastic gradient. The gradi-
ents can be computed by back-propagation through the loss,
the cost, and the two instances ofGW . The total gradient is
the sum of the contributions from the two instances.
The experiments involving airplane images from the

NORB dataset [10] use a 2-layer fully connected neural
network as GW . The number of hidden and output units

used was 20 and 3 respectively. Experiments on the MNIST
dataset [9] used a convolutional network as GW (figure 3).
Convolutional networks are trainable, non-linear learning
machines that operate at pixel level and learn low-level fea-
tures and high-level representations in an integratedmanner.
They are trained end-to-end to map images to outputs. Be-
cause of a structure of shared weights and multiple layers,
they can learn optimal shift-invariant local feature detectors
while maintaining invariance to geometric distortions of the
input image.

Figure 3. Architecture of the function GW (a convolutional net-
work) which was learned to map the MNIST data to a low dimen-
sional manifold with invariance to shifts.

The layers of the convolutional network comprise a con-
volutional layer C1 with 15 feature maps, a subsampling
layer S2, a second convolutional layer C3 with 30 feature
maps, and fully connected layer F3 with 2 units. The sizes
of the kernels for the C1 and C3 were 6x6 and 9x9 respec-
tively.

3.2. Learned Mapping of MNIST samples
The first experiment is designed to establish the basic

functionality of the DrLIM approach. The neighborhood
graph is generated with euclidean distances and no prior
knowledge.
The training set is built from 3000 images of the hand-

written digit 4 and 3000 images of the handwritten digit 9
chosen randomly from the MNIST dataset [9]. Approxi-
mately 1000 images of each digit comprised the test set.
These images were shuffled, paired, and labeled according
to a simple euclidean distance measure: each sample !Xi

was paired with its 5 nearest neighbors, producing the set
SXi

. All other possible pairs were labeled dissimilar, pro-
ducing 30,000 similar pairs and on the order of 18 million
dissimilar pairs.
The mapping of the test set to a 2D manifold is shown

in figure 4. The lighter-colored blue dots are 9’s and the
darker-colored red dots are 4’s. Several input test samples
are shown next to their manifold positions. The 4’s and 9’s
are in two somewhat overlapping regions, with an overall
organization that is primarily determined by the slant angle
of the samples. The samples are spread rather uniformly in
the populated region.

Figure 4. Experiment demonstrating the effectiveness of the Dr-
LIM in a trivial situation with MNIST digits. A Euclidean near-
est neighbor metric is used to create the local neighborhood rela-
tionships among the training samples, and a mapping function is
learned with a convolutional network. Figure shows the placement
of the test samples in output space. Even though the neighborhood
relationships among these samples are unknown, they are well or-
ganized and evenly distributed on the 2D manifold.

3.3. Learning a Shift-InvariantMapping ofMNIST
samples

In this experiment, the DrLIM approach is evaluated us-
ing 2 categories of MNIST, distorted by adding samples that
have been horizontally translated. The objective is to learn
a 2D mapping that is invariant to horizontal translations.
In the distorted set, 3000 images of 4’s and 3000 im-

ages of 9’s are horizontally translated by -6, -3, 3, and 6
pixels and combined with the originals, producing a total
of 30,000 samples. The 2000 samples in the test set were
distorted in the same way.
First the system was trained using pairs from a euclidean

distance neighborhood graph (5 nearest neighbors per sam-
ple), as in experiment 1. The large distances between trans-
lated samples creates a disjoint neighborhood relationship
graph and the resulting mapping is disjoint as well. The out-
put points are clustered according to the translated position
of the input sample (figure 5). Within each cluster, however,
the samples are well organized and evenly distributed.
For comparison, the LLE algorithm was used to map the

distorted MNIST using the same euclidean distance neigh-
borhood graph. The result was a degenerate embedding in
which differently registered samples were completely sepa-
rated (figure 6). Although there is sporadic local organiza-
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